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Inductive Transistor and Its Application to Oscillator

Syojiro YoNEDA*, Yutaka FuKui", Hiroji KusAKA", Tamotsu KAsAi* and Iichi TAKi*

                            (received June 15, 1965)

   An oscillator is described as an example of utilization of inductance obtained at the

output of transistor in the grounded collector configuration. The theoretical analysis of this

inductance L,.t and osci!lating frequency f are deve!oped under various conditions for the

alloy-junction type transistor of which the avalanche breakdown voltage VB is lower than the

punch-through voltage V)t (V]B<Vpt), and moderate coincidence with the experimental results

is shown to exist. Moreover, the temperature dependenees' of oscillating frequency and D C

biases and their compensations are described. .

                              1. Introduction

    A number of studies(t)(2)(3) have been made to obtain an inductive solid-state

elements with the development of microminiaturized circuits.
   In the previous(`) and other(5)(6)(7) papers, we also reported about the output

admittance (inductance and conductance) of the alloy-junction type transistor in the
                                                               -grounded collector configuration. The considerations made hitherto in those papers

are summarized, for 'the sake of reference, as the followings.

    1) The inductance mentioned above depends on the circuit conditions, namely,
source conductance Gg at the base side, emitter current L and collector to base
voltage V}b.
   2) If the alloy-junction type transistor of which the avalanche breakdown voltage

Vb is lower than the punch-through voltage V}t is used and the collector to base
is bia$ed close to the avalanche multiplication region, the following inductances are

easily obtained;

         I. Inductance with small positive conductance,

         II. Inductance with negative conductance.
The applications of such inductive transistor to electric circuit are numerous.

   The following list shows two examples we have examined.
         I, Filter circuit or bandpass amplifier.
         II. 'Collless sinewave oscillator.

   ･Of the above two, desirable high Q is obtained theoretically in case I, but the
sensitivity of the small positive condUctance with respect to the collector to base

voltage, i.e., the bias sensitivity of effective Q is so high that it is diMcult to
stabilize the circuit with on!y a single inductive transistor. Besides, in 'case of high

Q, the frequency characteristics of filter often presents the deformed resonant
curve with a jumping phenomena(7). On the other hand, in case II it is possible to

construct' a stable circuit by a suitable method.

    Accordingly, in this paper we will treat the several characteristics of inductive

transistor oscillator as described below.

    1) The circuit ana!ysis of the oscillating frequency f (or equivalent inductance

L,.t) with respect to the source conductance Gg and the collector to base voltage
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V}b are made under various conditions. These are examined by the experimental

results, and the moderate coincidence between them is ･shown to exist.
   2) Ftindamental circuit of an oscillator is constructed taking the bias stability

into consideration. Further, the temperature dependences of oscillator, that is, the

temperature sensitivities of oscillating frequency and of output voltage are shown

experimentally and analyzed qualitatively.

   3) Finally, satisfactorily temperature-compensated circuit is proposed making
good use of the analytical results obtained in 1) and 2).

circuit. The source and load conduc-

tances, Gs and-Gb are connected
respectively to the input and output
sides of the transistor in the grounded

col!ector configuration. The collector

to base is biased in the range as
mentioned･ above and emitter current
4 is adjusted adequately.

   Thus, the properties of both in-
ductance L,.t and conductance Go.t
obtained at the emitter side are exami-

ned with respect to collector to base
voltage V}b, emitter current 4, source

   The
negative conductance G,.t, inductance

ting frequency f is counted by the

by the synchroscope. Since C
calculated as following,

                    1          Le"t =                 (27of)2 C .

   On the other hand, the
out by decreasing the adjustable i
where the oscillation just stbps (i.e.

   If the value of R at that point is

                         1          1 Go#t I -- G' + Rs '

   The experimental results obtained

              2. Basic Characteristics of Inductive Transistor'

   The output admittance ,Yb.t of the generally-used high frequency transistor in
the grounded collector configuration consists of the inductance and positive conduct-

ance, and so behaves like very lossy inductance. However, it is possible to convert
this element into the inductance with negative conductance (small loss or lossless

inductance) under suitable conditions. Namely, using the alloy-junction type tran-

sistor of which the avalanche breakdown vo!tage lib is lower than the punch-
through voltage Vht ( Iib< V>t), the collector to base is biased so high as the resultant

current amplification factor a.M exceeds unity, where Mis the avalanche multi-
plication factor defined by Miller(8).

   Fig. 1 shows the experimental
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measurement of inductance' L,.t is carried out by
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                       digital counter and
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(1)

measurement of negative conductance G,.t is carried
    resistor R and observing its value at the point
      G,.t tends to zero).
        Rs, Ge.t can be calculated as' foliowing,

in this way are summarized

(2)

as foliowing.
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   1) The inductance L,.t increases with increasing V}b and 1/Gg, but decreases
with increasing f to the contrary.

   2) The negative conductance G,.i'decreasesT.･with increasing 1/G$and f: Besides,

the negative conductance G..t, in the neighborhood of the point where the positive

conductance converts into the negative one, increases with increasing V}b.
   Moreover, both inductance L,.t and negative conductance G,.t increases with
increasing emitter current 4 within some limitted range.

         3. Theoretical Analysis of Inductive Transistor Oscillator

   In order to analyze the ,oscillating phenomena due to the inductive effect of
transistor, it is effective to use the equivalent circuit hybrid z type in high frequency

as shown in Fig. 2 in which the circuit is that of the grounded collector. This
equivalent cirguit is transformed from the grounded emitter equivalept circuit,

                            "i 9b,,: conductance between b' and e,
b

V"･
b' gv.

Gg V-'e Cvc×
!
:

9s'e

c-,.

e

i
'
(

s

+
s

 cYout

                   c
         Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit.

andabsolute temperature TL Especialiy,as
must be considered.

   1) Multiplication of a by the avalanche
     a is modified by the avalanche multiplication

          a == ao M == ao/ { 1 - ( V}b/ Vb)"}

   where n=3 for Ge P-N-P transistor

   at low･V}b. ･                              '   2) Decreasing of effective base width

     If it is assumed as- '

          Xe = iV}b,

   so the expression for nd is

          w- W( 1 - V V},/ V),, ) ,

   where JV is the base width at V}b==O, and V,, is the collector to
   voltage.
  As the consequence, each element is represented as following,

          gb,, -- -li}llli ;- {1 -1-( va},O/ vh)3} ,

          9btf "V2ie,N'b vv(,-,/i}v},/ iv),,) {i -r-( EO,/ vb)3} ,/ ll7:, ,

          9ce =:･v/2iASib6 w(i-v"i}va,/v>t)i/VIT, ,' ''

     9b,c : conductance between b' and c,

     9ee : conductancebetweenc and e,
     9m : mutual conductance,
     Cbt,: capacitance betweenb' and e,
     Cb,c: capacitance betweenb' and c,
     rbb, : spreading resistancebetween
           b and b,.
        The above elements are exa-
     mined 'with respect to emitter cur-
     rent 4, collector to base voltage V}b,

  Vcb is so high the following two effects

   multiplication.

        factor M as following.

                                 (3)
 7,

and ao is the c.urrent amplification factor

'w.

                    1

   (4)

emitter

(5)

(6)

(7)
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  ';" "'' '9m =!' tpt. 'im( lfll27 'v'LB' )3' l' " ･ . i''' ' ･-' ''''･ '' '1 'l ''' .r'' .r･(' -8, ･･)･

･,.'

,///' ''. cb･ly ilkT'･2VIZ'g(iri/v}'b7v}i)i '''''','','' '. .''.',1'',,'il.,,l"11'1(,g,,),

 , c,t,=: ;VeeegND･v-iv-}s, , ,''･ao)
                       1 t / t.. . t.. /t t.t tt tttt t tt t.t :              PB                              ･･ ･ --･. .･･･ ･(･11)        rbb' =" Lgii- ' W(1-v' Xb/ V}t),

where
                                 '                         tt t tt    q : electronic charge, K: Boltzmann constant,
"' V''S' :''dielectric constant, re!ative;''･''' So ': ･'dielectric constant of free gPace,

    IVb: donor' density in base region; ･ ' pB:' resistivity of base''tegion,'" ',･'''/,':

    Dp: diffusion constant of hole in: base ･region. ''･ : , '' ･.''･･''// i'i/' ･-:-L

p.ttl･:.hge,7;,PI･fiiiF.iOt"h,fO,ridc.Y.hi',(.i".d,g,Ct2.".Ced.e{::h,a,"dGc,o."ductanceGe#t)issimpiified'by

'' Namely, we have ''
            ttt         '    '       'where CIYh"t == GO"t-1toie"t == C]Yll2-cCYYil12+CGYIyil', (12)

        G3,=1/(rbb,+1/Gg) , (13)
and,Yii,cYl?, ,Yhi and ,Yh2 are the admittance parameters as shown below (the
subscript c denotes t,he grounde,d collector configuration),

       '    .'`'' -' ' c-t = ?b'te+9b'c+1'(D(Cbte+Cb'c),
                                N        ['illll2i:nt':[;:'#'?tftt%cb･,), t ''' '' '･'･,,･'-,,''･(`Z'5

        cYlt2 = Yb'e+ 9ee'+ 9m +.1'(Dcbt,. '･ " ' ' -･',,, , .t ,
         t ttt                 tt .   Accordi'hg'IY, the"b' xpr6ssion's 'for'L,.t and C,.t hre' ' i ''' "

 t 1 to3Cbt,Cbtc(Cb'e+Cbtc) ' '
          toLe#t - (Gs'+ 9t'e+9e'c)2+tu2(Cb'･e.+ Cbtg)2 ,
                                                       '              + tu{Cb'e(Gg'7Gle'i);9,,g+'+Xb,')ci..9,m()c:,9s'"c9,f,.',(9b'e,i. 9th)}'',,･(is)

                                                         tt
and

Ge#t = 9ee +
(Gg'+ 9b'e+ 9b'e) (Gg'+ 9b'e) (9m+ 9b'e)

              +                    (Gg'+ 9b'e+ 9b'c)2 + to2(Cb'e+Ci,c)2

     tt/ t t t t ttt :t/ t ttt t/   From the frequency condition of oscilla'tion

        f=1/2 :' ont' ', 'i' '' ''i'

the,oscillating frequency is expressed as follows,

  ･ f--hx･

･. 1

  (Gg' +
to2 {Cb,,2(Gg

9b'e + 9b'c)2 + (D2(Cb'ert-Cbtc)2

' + 9i'e)+ Cb'eCb'c SPm +Cb'c2( 9m + 9b'c)'}

t) ,t" /, -. ,;' 1. ,./

(16)

･vCb'e(Gy'+ 9b'c)( 9m-Gyt - 9b'c)-Cb'c 9b'e( 9m `+- 9b'e) nyC(Gg' + 9b'e+ 9b'c)2

(Cb'e,+Cbtc),{Cb'eqb(c+C(Cb'eTl'Cb'c)}･
'

(17)



if the condition,

          C<

is satisfied.

   The
tion of L..t

used in our
solid line in

These
following

   First, '
and its width,

voltage Vb and
V}t are
respectively.

each equivalent

required

lated on the basis

4=lmA and
   Then L..t,
from Eqs. (15),

where the
2SA144 are as

   at vab=6Vl
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Cb'e(G $' + 9b'c)( Ym -G gt ' 9b'c) -Cb'e 9b'e( 9m + 9b'e)

                   (Gst +9b'e+9b'c)2 ,

 examples of numerical calcula-

   and f for Transistor 2SA144
                                2.0     experiment are shown as
    Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

calculation are made by the i･O
  procedure.

  assuming the base resistivity o.s
     the avalanche breakdown {
        punch-through voltage li Ony3

 determined as 90Vand 100V' o.2
     Next, using Eqs.(5)thv(11),

       circuit element for the
                                O.1
 operating voltage V}b is calcu-
        Of ratings (at V},==6E O･07

    t=250C). O. 05
     G..t andfare calculated 35 v,b'4(ev)
     (16) and (17), respectively,
                               Fig. 3. Relations between Lo#t
   ratings of given tranSiStOr parametersfand llGg･
     following,

       4=lmA and t= 2sOC

      3. 0

      2.5

      2.0

    6
     N
     L.t     Nl.5

      1.0

      O.5

       o
                         Vcb ('V)

      Fig. 4. Relations between f and V}b for Parameters

            C and 11Gg.
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           Yb'e = 390/tgy, 9b'c = O･51tgy, 9ee =: 40Xtff,

           Y. == 39mif, cb,, = 410PE cbt,=10.5PE,
          rbb, == 1102.

   In these calculations, the upper limitation of tunable capacitor C in Eq. (18) and

the amplitude condition

are taken into consideration. Therefore, Fig. 4 shows the characteristics of oscillat-

ing frequency and its tendency of upper and lower !imitations. Besides, these
calculated results are examined by the experimental results (dotted line) in Fig. 4,

and we see that there is moderate coincidence between them if the operating fre-
quency is somewhat lower than the a cutoff frequency.

                       4. Application to Oscillator

4-1. Temperature Dependence

   Fig.5shows the fundamental circuit of inductive -vce
transistor oscillator taking D C and A C stability into

consideration, Ri and R2 are the resistances which R' v,b =,..
                                                               csatisfy the oscillating and bias conditions. Therefore,

the source conductance Gg is determined by

          Gs=(Rt+R2)/Ri.R2 (20)
   Ri means the emitter load resistance and C is the
tunable capacitor for the oscillation to be generated.

D C bias is provided from a single battery V},.

   This grounded collector circuit is extremely D C
stable because it is possible to allow the stabilization

factor S to approach unity. In this case, there ･is no

necessity of considering the troubles resulting from

at high temperature range.

   An example of temperature
characteristics of oscillating fre-

quency f and output voltage vo.
under given condition are shown

as the solid line in Fig. 6. From

these results it is evident that f

increases and vo decreases with

increasing temperature. More-
over, Fig. 7 shows an example
of time characteristics of oscil-

R,

b
e

Ie

Rt
c

lating frequency after starting

of operation. As a result, it
can be seen that the oscillating

frequency becom,es stable about
40 minutes later.

   In order to consider the
temperature characteristics as

mentioned above and their
methods of compensation, the
oscillating conditions in Eqs. (17)

and (19) are examined again.

Fig. 5. Fundamental circuit

      of inductive transistor

      oscillator.
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The temperature dependence of each equivalent circuit element is calculated from
Eqs. (5)N(11), taking the required ambient temperature into consideration in addition

to the procedure used in chap. 3. The introduction of temperature dependence into
these equations are as following. Namely, the current amplification factor ao and

the diffusion constant Dp are the decreasing functions of temperature, the base
resistivity pB is the increasing function of temperature within the limited range.
These quantitative data are derived from W.W. Gartner's paper(9). Moreover, the
temperature dependence of Yh can be obtained(iO) from

          Vl,(t)-= Vb(250C){1+,(l)'(t-250C)}, (21)
where
                                                             '
          P' = 5.5 Av 8.8 × lo-4 deg-i.

   Thus, the temperature dependence of oscillating frequency f is obtained by
substituting the values of these elements and Gg into Eq. (17), and is represented as

a chain line in Fig. 6. In comparison with the experimental results (solid line) in
Fig. 6, the tendency of variation is alike. However, the rate of variation is so large

as to stop the oscillation at high temperature satisfying no longer the amplitude

condition. We think the result is due to the fact that the calculation of the temper-

ature dependence of each element are merely done by guess-work from the general
tendency. In this respect we are intending to examine further by the theory and

experiment.

4-2. Temperature Compensation

   In order to examine the tem-
perature compensation method, the
oscillating frequency f vs. V}b and

1/Gg characteristics at the constant

temperature are calculated once
more from Eq. (17). These results

are shown in Fig. 8. As the con-
sequence, the oscillating frequency 6
f decreases with increasing V}b ii･

and 1/Gg. Accordingly the com-
pensation of temperature sensi-
tivity is possible by increasing o.s
either or both of the two with
increasing temperature. In order
to attain these condition, following

two methods are considered.

   1) V,b is increased indirectly
with increasing temperature by inserting

   2) Both V}b and 1/Gg are increased
the positive thermal sensitive resistor

   An example of latter case is shown
can be recognized that this modified

operating temperature.

   In case of small 1/Gg, however,
construct the practical circuit of this

2.0

1.5

r?yf

b
e
r
?
l
x
p
t
0
･

be6

'(1); C-150PF-
lfGg=10K2 lzeo

'(2);C==150PF'･Vcb==36V

  35 36 37 38 39 40 Vcb(V)
   o 10 20 ,30 40 50 11Gg(K2)
   Fig. 8. Relations betWeen f and V,b, 1/Gg

   the thermistor in series with V}, in Fig. 5.

   with increasing temperature by inserting
 (i.e. posistor) in place of R2 in Fig. 5.

   as dotted line in Fig. 6. As the results, it

circuit effectively compensates over the wide

R2/Ri becomes so large that it is dithcult to
oscillator from the standpoint of power con-
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                      ,
a method to settle the matter, that is

 in stead of resistances Ri and R2,
to use terminal

                          5. Conclusion

   In the present paper, the various characteristics of inductive transistor oscillator

were described. The results obtained are summarized as following.
   1) The output admittance (inductance and conductance) obtained at the emitter

side of the transistor in the grounded collector configuration is examined with
respect to the collector to base voltage V}b and source conductance Gg. The theo-
retical analysis of the above inductance L,.t and oscillating frequency f are developed

under various conditions for the alloy-junction type transistor of which the avalanche

breakdown voltage lib is lower than the punch-through voltage V)t (Vb<Ii}t), and
moderate coincidence with the experimental results isi shown to exist.

   2) The practical circuit of oscillator is shown, which was made taking the bias
stabilization into consideration, and the temperature dependence of this oscillator is

shown experimentally and analyzed qua!itatively.

   3) Making use of the results given in 1) and 2), fairly good result of temper-
ature compensation can be obtained.
   4) From the results as listed above, the guiding principle in practical design of

this oscillator can be derived. Besides, the oscillating frequency range of this oscil-

lator is about O.3.v9.0 MC under suitable condition.

   However, we say with regret that the circuit is inferior to the ordinary amplifier

circuit in the power consumption and we hope this problem will be settled by having
a transistor of low and stable avalanche breakdown voltage.

 1)

 2)

 3)

4
) 5)

 6)
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